
Introducing the first ever Audi RS Q8

Hungry for Road

Performance is an attitude



Audi’s most powerful SUV coupé, the first ever 

Audi RS Q8 with 441 kW of power, offers high-

performance and everyday driveability in one 

undeniably aggressive package. The fastest SUV 

around the Nürburgring, this impressive vehicle 

is packed with a whole host of technologically 

advanced features. From future-forward 

equipment that smoothly connects your phone 

to the car, to adaptive cruise control and the 

lane departure warning system, you’ll be safely 

transported in the lap of luxury. 

Its V8 TFSI engine, quattro permanent all-

wheel drive and the 8-speed automatic 

tiptronic delivers immense power – 

intelligently transferred onto the road 

to deliver agile responsiveness and superb 

handling stability. Simply click the RS mode 

button on the steering wheel to modify the 

vehicle characteristics intuitively with Audi 

drive select.

Performance  
is an attitude



Follow your impulses – the Audi RS Q8 is 

rearing to go. Equipped with a wide range 

of digitally-advanced accessories like 

touch-screen navigation, a Bang & Olufsen 

sound system and four zone climate 

control, the entire family can sit back in 

Valcona leather seats and enjoy the ride. 

Don’t let these comforts fool you though, 

the RS Q8 is a sports car at heart and 

has the gear to prove it. The RS-specific 

displays in the Audi virtual cockpit will 

give you information about torque, 

performance, acceleration, lap times and 

G-forces on demand. The sleek instrument 

panel and the strong horizontal body line 

give a generous sense of spaciousness, 

with foldable seats increasing storage 

space to up to 1,755 litres.

Open to 
any possibility



Privacy 
Mode

Online News

Audi Incident 
Assist

Car Finder

Vehicle Status 
Report

Geofencing

Online Roadside 
Assistance

Theft Alarm 
Notification

Valet Alert

Emergency 
Call

Audi Service 
Request

Remote  
Access

Speed Alert

POI Search with 
Voice Control

Parking 
Information

Detailed Point of 
Interest Display

Navigation with 
satellite map

Predictive Route 
Guidance Weather

Destination Entry  
via myAudi

The new Audi RS Q8 is geared up with the 

full Audi connect suite as part of its standard 

equipment. This innovative technology connects 

you and your Audi in real-time. By linking your 

car and your smartphone, Audi connect brings 

you the power of intelligent networking that 

you can access while you’re on the move.

Advanced safety and security features like 

automatic accident emergency call are 

standard. You’ll also have Remote Access 

which lets you manage your car from wherever 

you are. Enhanced navigation and infotainment 

features help you discover the best route 

to your destination or explore your favourite 

music, social media, or news and weather 

services. Experience a safer, more comfortable 

and efficient drive with Audi connect.

Intelligence 
upgrade for 
your car

Audi connect is not supported outside of South Africa



This first-ever RS version of the iconic Q8 

is an imposing presence on the road that 

is impossible to ignore. 

RS-specific elements like the RS sport 

exhaust, hallmark RS oval tailpipes and the 

RS roof edge spoiler, underline its dominance 

– no matter who pulls up beside it. 

The visibly all-round RS sill in body colour 

underscore its powerful stance, while the 

dynamic design of the RS bumper with 

radiator protective grille in honeycomb 

structure and the large air inlets in gloss black 

add impressive highlights to the front view. 

Powerful 
and dynamic



Fastest SUV around Nürburgring

HD Matrix LED headlights Audi connect 23-inch diamond turned wheels

Sport adaptive air suspension RS sport exhaustsLane departure warning

Head-up display

Model
highlights
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